3.3.3 Other International Programmes

Besides the Student Exchange Programme, Joint Degree Programmes and Double Degree Programmes, USP also offers a range of opportunities, which help students become sensitive to, and familiar with, the modern world by initiating, leading and joining international academic and community programmes and projects.

Examples of Overseas Programmes (may include study programmes, module study trips, forums, symposia or conferences):

- Buddhism-in-Asia (Thailand, India, Taiwan, Japan, Laos, Vietnam, China)
- Builders Connect Learning Programme (Philippines)
- ‘Desert Nights, Rising Stars’ Writers Conference (United States)
- Internship Exchange Programme with SP Jain Institute of Management and Research (India)
- Lee Shiu Summer Programme (China, Hong Kong)
- Participatory Social Development in Southeast Asia Module Study Trip (Thailand)
- Princeton Diplomatic Invitational (United States)
- Civilisation of Iran (Iran)
- Inter-Civilisational Dialogue (Turkey)
- Forgotten Communities (Malaysia)
- Theatre and the World Module Study Trip (Indonesia)
- Tufts University Education for Public Inquiry and International Citizenship (EPIIC) Symposium (United States)
- Pan-Asian Student Forum (China, Korea, Hong Kong, Japan)
- Comparative Cultural Rhetoric Academy (France)

Students are encouraged to propose and organise International Programmes, as well as take up leadership roles in the process. The aim is to create an environment in which students are exposed to a wide range of dynamic and interesting opportunities and are self-motivated to make the best of them.